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Abstract

Previous work in open-domain chatbots has001
introduced dialogue corpora and tasks that002
aim to inject dialogue systems di�erent com-003
municative skills such as being personable,004
knowledgeable and empathetic. With the ad-005
vent of conversational agents grounded to006
speci�c skills, a new challenge in open-007
domain chatbots has been posed: A good008
open-domain chatbot should retain a well-009
rounded set of skills and seamlessly blend010
them into a conversation. To this end, a new011
dialogue dataset Blended Skill Talk is col-012
lected via crowdsourcing and commonly used013
as a benchmark for multi-skill dialogue gen-014
eration. However, such data construction ap-015
proach requires labor intensive manual anno-016
tation, which severely limits their utility on017
large-scale learning. In this work, we propose018
BotsTalk, a novel machine-sourced frame-019
work, where several agents participate in a020
conversation to automatically annotate multi-021
skill dialogues. We then present Blended Skill022
BotsTalk (BSBT), a large-scale multi-skill di-023
alogue dataset of 200K conversations. Exper-024
imental results show that our dataset can be025
e�ectively used as training data for multi-026
skill dialogue systems which require an under-027
standing of both skill blending and grounding.028
We also demonstrate the dataset is orthogo-029
nally applicable to diverse learning schemes030
such as �ne-tuning and multi-task learning.031

1 Introduction032

A considerable progress has been made towards033

open-domain chatbots with di�erent desirable034

qualities in conversation. Each of these models035

is capable of being specialized in one communica-036

tive skill, i.e., skill grounding. A number of dis-037

tinct large-scale datasets targeting a speci�c con-038

versational skill have recently become available.039

ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018) is a dataset provided040

for research work (Kim et al., 2020b; Majumder041

et al., 2020a; Madotto et al., 2019) that aims to en-042

dow chatbots with personas, enabling them to talk 043

about themselves. Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW) (Di- 044

nan et al., 2019) is a popular option for recent stud- 045

ies (Kim et al., 2020a; Zhao et al., 2020; Lian et al., 046

2019) that focus on knowledgeable conversational 047

agents discussing topics in depth. Empathetic Dia- 048

logues (ED) (Rashkin et al., 2019) is also commonly 049

used by recent studies (Majumder et al., 2020b; 050

Santhanam and Shaikh, 2019) to embody empathy 051

in dialogue systems. Most of such skill-grounded 052

datasets are designed to improve a single skill, and 053

thus e�ective when models are asked to demon- 054

strate the targeted conversational skill. 055

Bene�ting from the advances of these conver- 056

sational agents, recent research focuses on an- 057

other aspect of open-domain chatbots: the abil- 058

ity to blend various conversational skills into one 059

cohesive �ow in a seamless manner, i.e., skill blend- 060

ing. A good open-domain chatbot should be able 061

to weave multiple behaviors and skills in a single 062

conversation, so that it displays, for example, lis- 063

tening with empathy, providing knowledgeable 064

responses, and talking about various topics from 065

everyday life within a conversation (Roller et al., 066

2020a; Smith et al., 2020). It should be able to adapt 067

to the possibilities of di�erent users and situations 068

and thus use di�erent communicative skills appro- 069

priately in a dialogue. 070

Towards this goal, there is a need to construct 071

a multi-skill dialogue dataset, which comprises 072

multi-turn dialogues that exhibit multiple skills. 073

While Smith et al. (2020) propose a crowdsourced 074

dataset Blended Skill Talk (BST) of 5K conversa- 075

tions as a reliable benchmark for measuring di- 076

alogue systems’ ability at the blended objective, 077

it is not su�cient to build a multi-skill chatbot 078

due to its limited scale. Scaling up crowdsourcing 079

is not feasible, as it requires labor intensive man- 080

ual annotation and veri�cation. Instead, automatic 081

curation shows promising results on large-scale 082

dialogue generation (Lee et al., 2021). 083
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In this paper, we propose an automatic data084

curation approach that repurposes conversational085

agents with individual skills for generating a large-086

scale multi-skill dialogue dataset without addi-087

tional costs or human e�orts. Our main contri-088

butions are summarized as follows.089

• BotsTalk, a machine-sourced framework090

where multiple dialogue agents grounded to091

individual skills engage in a conversation that092

blends all skills together.093

• Blended Skill BotsTalk (BSBT), a large-094

scale multi-skill dialogue dataset which095

contains 200K conversations blended and096

grounded with a number of skills derived097

from ConvAI2, WoW, and ED.098

• Analysis and evaluation results show that our099

dataset can be e�ectively used as training re-100

source for multi-skill dialogue systems which101

require an understanding of not only skill102

grounding but also skill blending.103

2 Related Work104

2.1 Skill-grounded Dialogue Datasets105

Past research in open-domain chatbots has made106

solid strides towards dialogue systems with desir-107

able general qualities in a conversation. Generat-108

ing responses grounded to speci�c conversational109

skill has been explored in di�erent axes, as shown110

in Table 1. Zhang et al. (2018) introduce ConvAI2111

dataset which consists of more than 140K utter-112

ances of crowdsourced conversations to make chit-113

chat models more engaging and personalized by114

conditioning pro�le information on the models.115

Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019) task aims116

to explore conversation informed by expert knowl-117

edge from Wikipedia and provides about 194K ut-118

terances of conversations on about 1,250 topics.119

Rashkin et al. (2019) constructed a dataset, Em-120

pathetic Dialogues, comprising 50K utterances of121

crowdworker conversations grounded in an emo-122

tional situation in order to enable a model to con-123

verse with empathy. However, it remains unclear124

whether models optimized for performance along125

speci�c conversational skill can retain the learned126

skill while blending it with other skills.127

Hence, there is a clear trend in the research of128

open-domain chatbots, that single-skill conversa-129

tion is moving to well-grounded multi-skill conver-130

sation (Smith et al., 2020; Shuster et al., 2020; Roller131

et al., 2020b). In particular, Smith et al. (2020) aims 132

to build a conversational agent who seamlessly 133

blends being engaging and personable (Zhang 134

et al., 2018), knowledgeable (Dinan et al., 2019), 135

and empathetic (Rashkin et al., 2019). In order to 136

gauge how successful a model is at this blended 137

objective, Smith et al. (2020) collect a new multi- 138

skill dialogue dataset of about 5K conversations, 139

Blended Skill Talk, via crowdsourcing. While this 140

work provides a testbed for future studies, the 141

scale of data could hinder further progress, since 142

training multi-skill chatbots generally requires a 143

large-scale dataset consisting of conversations that 144

involve multiple skills (Shah et al., 2018). 145

2.2 Automatic Dialogue Data Annotation 146

Dialogue systems research has been consis- 147

tently supported by the development of new 148

datasets (Williams et al., 2014; Mrkšić et al., 2017; 149

Budzianowski et al., 2018). One popular approach 150

is to collect and annotate dialogues via crowd- 151

sourcing (Zhang et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2019; 152

Rashkin et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2020). How- 153

ever, generating multi-turn dialogues in this man- 154

ner requires expensive and exhausting human ef- 155

forts (Shah et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2021). 156

Therefore, recent research seeks to facilitate 157

open-domain chatbot development with new 158

datasets automatically constructed by utilizing 159

existing datasets. For example, Lee et al. (2021) 160

create a 45K multi-modal dialogue dataset, start- 161

ing with existing text-only dialogue datasets as 162

source dialogues, and then replacing part of sen- 163

tences in source dialogues with their semanti- 164

cally relevant images. Yang et al. (2021) propose 165

leveraging both image-context-response triples 166

and large scale of textual conversations for image- 167

grounded response generation. Sun et al. (2021) 168

propose a Human ↔ AI collaborative data col- 169

lection approach for generating diverse chit-chat 170

response to augment task-oriented dialogues and 171

present new chit-chat based annotations to 23.8K 172

dialogues from two popular task-oriented datasets. 173

Kim et al. (2021b) and Vidgen et al. (2020) present 174

a model-based dialogue collection framework and 175

a human-and-model-in-the-loop process for gen- 176

erating datasets respectively. 177

Motivated by this line of research, in this work, 178

we explore how large-scale multi-skill dialogue 179

datasets can be automatically collected with mini- 180

mal human e�orts for data annotation. 181
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Dataset Dialogue episode

ConvAI2

Skill context for speaker A:I like to ski; I hate Mexican food; I like to eat cheetos; ...
Skill context for speaker B: I am an artist; I have four children; I enjoy walking for exercise; ...
Dialogue context
A: How old are your children?
B: I have four that range in age from 10 to 21. You?

Wizard of Wikipedia

Skill context for speaker A: Armadillo
Skill context for speaker B: Armadillo are ... "armadillo" means "little armoured one" in ...
Dialogue context
A: I don’t think I’ve ever seen an armadillo in real life!
B: I’ve seen them at the zoo. Armadillo means little armored one in Spanish.

Empathetic Dialogues

Skill context for speaker A: My brother jump scared me while I was out playing; Terri�ed
Skill context for speaker B: None
Dialogue context
A: Just got scared to death.
B: Oh no. What happened?

Table 1: Example dialogues of three single-skill datasets: ConvAI2 provides each speaker persona sentences as skill
contexts; Wizard of Wikipedia provides a topic and knowledge resouces as skill contexts; Empathetic Dialogues
provides a situation description and emotion as skill context. We only provide two turns of dialogue contexts due
to the limit on the paper length.

3 Problem Formulation182

In this section, we formulate the problem of multi-183

skill dialogue annotation and desirable characteris-184

tics for the dialogue dataset as a training resource.185

3.1 Multi-skill Dialogue Annotation186

Our goal is to collect a new large-scale multi-skill187

dialogue dataset, which can be de�ned as seam-188

lessly blending various skills over the course of a189

multi-turn conversation. Here, inspired by Smith190

et al. (2020) and Sun et al. (2021), the inputs of this191

task are single-skill datasets, which are separately192

collected on a variety of skills. Let K be the set193

of K skill types, e.g., K = {P,K,E} where P, K, E194

denote personality, knowledge, and empathy de-195

rived from ConvAI2, WoW, and ED, respectively.196

Formally, we refer toDk as a dialogue dataset with197

Nk dialogue episodes for skill k ∈ K.198

Dk = {(stxi,k, dtxi,t)}Nk
i=1 (1)199

where stxi,k is a skill-relevant description (i.e.,200

skill context) for skill k and dtxi,t is t dialogue201

turns (i.e., dialogue context) derived from the skill202

context, as shown in Table 1.203

Based on input datasets D1, ...,Dk, we aim to204

obtain a new dialogue dataset D̃ for K skills as an205

output. Formally,206

D̃ = {( ˜stxi, dtxi,t)}∞i=1 (2)207

where ˜stxi is a set of skill contexts for K and dtxi,t208

is the dialogue context derived from the multiple209

skills. Table 3 shows a dialogue example in output210

dataset D̃. We will omit the index i when dealing211

with a single dialogue episode.212

3.2 Desirable Characteristics of Multi-skill 213

Dialogue Datasets 214

By the above annotation, we aim to build a multi- 215

skill dialogue system that uses all target skills 216

appropriately in a conversation. For that, we lay 217

out two criteria that a multi-skill dialogue dataset 218

should meet as a training resource, namely skill 219

blending and skill grounding. 220

Skill blending indicates that a multi-skill 221

dataset should enable dialogue agents to ex- 222

hibit di�erent dialogue skills in a conversation 223

�ow (Smith et al., 2020; Madotto et al., 2021), while 224

skill grounding emphasizes that dialogue agents 225

should learn to maintain the same dialogue skill 226

when appropriate (Shazeer et al., 2017). We ar- 227

gue that they have a trade-o� relationship as it is 228

often di�cult to su�ciently represent both skill 229

blending and grounding in a dialogue of �nite 230

length. Therefore, a desirable multi-skill conver- 231

sation should be composed of short dialogue ses- 232

sions speci�c to di�erent skills. We note that skill 233

grounding and blending are not contradictory, as 234

some skill-grounded utterances imply a natural 235

shift in skills. As an example, suppose that given 236

an utterance “I like sneakers because it is comfort- 237

able.” which demonstrates skill type P, it seems 238

reasonable to annotate an utterance with skill type 239

K “It is because sneakers were primarily designed 240

for sports.” for next dialogue turn. This example 241

further implies that di�erent skills can be shifted 242

and blended naturally so that the conversational 243

agents learn to provide reasonable responses in a 244

multi-skill dialogue (Roller et al., 2020a). 245
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4 BotsTalk Framework246

We now present BotsTalk, a novel framework247

that automatically annotates multi-skill dialogues248

based on multiple single-skill dialogue datasets.249

The focus of our framework is to mimic a natu-250

ral conversation by featuring both skill blending251

and grounding within a dialogue episode. Figure 1252

illustrates three main phases of the framework.253

4.1 Participants in BotsTalk254

In our framework, multiple participants engage255

in a conversation to iteratively generate the most256

appropriate response.257

Skill Agents The �rst participants are mul-258

tiple single-skill agents who annotate the appro-259

priate skill-grounded utterances to the dialogue.260

Formally, based on Dk for skill k, when given261

skill context stxk, dialogue history dtxt, and re-262

sponse space U, a skill agent has dialogue models263

f : (stxk, dtxt) 7→ U264

f(stxk, dtxt; θ
k)

∆
= argmax

u∈U
P (u|stxk, dtxt; θk) (3)265

where θk is the parameters learned for skill k.266

To determine response space U, we design the267

two main functions of the dialogue agents, gen-268

erator model and ranker model, parameterized as269

θkgen and θkrnk for skill k, respectively. For θgen, we270

aim to generate responses from response space271

U in a token-by-token manner, and thus employ272

the dodecaDialogue (Shuster et al., 2020) model273

which is a modi�cation of a transformer Seq2Seq274

architecture. On the other hand, for θ = θrnk,275

we consider the response space U as a list of al-276

ternatives to pick the correct response, and thus277

employ a transformer-based retrieval architecture278

to score and rank response candidates in the �nite279

set. Speci�cally, we use a 256-million parameter280

poly-encoder (Humeau et al., 2020) pre-trained on281

the pushshift.io Reddit dataset. Both θgen and θrnk282

are �ne-tuned on individual single-skill datasets.283

While all skill agents would simulate what re-284

sponse is the most appropriate conditioned on skill285

context set ˜stx and the current dialogue context286

dtxt, only one skill agent is given priority over287

other skill agents, to “speak” the response per di-288

alogue turn for the dialogue annotation. We call289

this active agent. This priority may be passed to290

another skill agent such that the current active291

agent is deactivated, and another skill agent will292

be newly activated to speak.293

Moderator Agent A critical constraint for skill 294

agents is that neither the generator nor the ranker 295

for skill k can learn to read other skill contexts 296

in ˜stx for di�erent skills. For a single-skill di- 297

alogue agent, considering all possible skill con- 298

texts in a multi-skill dialogue is non-trivial. In- 299

stead, as an omniscient oracle for all skill con- 300

texts ˜stx, we aim to develop another participant 301

named moderator agent, which mediates the con- 302

versational �ow for desirable skill blending and 303

grounding. Suppose that, given an arbitrary dia- 304

logue context dtxt, a skill agent returns a response 305

resk,t = f(stxk, dtxt; θ
k). Based on a set ˜stx of 306

all skill contexts and action space A (i.e., approval 307

or refusal), a moderator agent uses the decision 308

functions g : ( ˜stx, dtxt, resk,t) 7→ A to examine 309

the relevance of the response with the contexts. 310

4.2 Phase 1: Simulate what to speak 311

We integrate di�erent dialogue setups from multi- 312

ple single-skill datasets as a seed information to 313

start a conversation. Speci�cally, for a dialogue 314

episode, dialogue context is initialized as an ut- 315

terance pair (i.e., two-turn dialogue) via random 316

sampling with a single-skill dataset Dk, and the 317

skill agent for skill k becomes the initial active 318

agent. Then, for a generalizable dialogue setup, 319

we retrieve the most relevant skill contexts from 320

each of all input datasets D1, ...,DK by querying 321

the seed dialogue context with a widely used IR 322

system.1 323

In the �rst phase of BotsTalk, all skill agents 324

simulate their own responses for the next dialogue 325

turn. Formally, given a skill context set ˜stx = 326

{stx1, ..., stxK} and the current dialogue context 327

dtxt in a dialogue episode, a skill agent for skill k 328

generates a plausible response resk,t as: 329

resk,t = f(stxk, dtxt; θ
k
gen) (4) 330

where stxk is a skill context for skill k in ˜stx. 331

Depending on individual skills, every skill agent 332

returns its skill-relevant response. For example, 333

when an dtx “I love sneakers and think they are 334

the most comfortable shoes around.” is given, the 335

skill agent for skill P generates a response “Oh 336

really? I like tennis shoes more than sneakers.” as 337

resP, which personalizes the dialogue agent by 338

grounding the response to a given persona. Mean- 339

while, the skill agents for skill K and E generate 340

a knowledgeable response “It is because sneakers 341

1We use the implementation of Chen et al. (2017).
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I had some trouble 
yesterday because my 

sandals were torn.

I own a boat;
I only wear tennis 
shoes.

Sneakers; Sneakers 
are shoes primarily 
designed for sports 
or other forms of …

My everyday wear 
sandals were torn 
yesterday; 
Embarrassed

Oh really? I like tennis 
shoes more than

sneakers.

Me too! I definitely use
mine everyday wear!

It is because sneakers 
were primarily 

designed for sports.

Rank 2
I love sneakers and think they are 

the most comfortable shoes around.
Is Rank1 utterance natural with previous utterance?

Previous utterance

Oh really? I like tennis shoes 
more than sneakers.

It is because sneakers were 
primarily designed for sports.

If

If

Rank 1

Rank 3

Figure 1: Illustration of BotsTalk framework. Green, blue, and purple indicate skill types of P, K, E.

were primarily designed for sports.” as resK and a342

empathetic response “Me too! I de�nitely use mine343

for everyday wear!” as resE, respectively.344

Note that a skill agent uses the speci�c skill con-345

text stxk instead of ˜stx for response generation.346

We observe that skill agents su�er from incon-347

sistent and generic responses when conditioned348

on ˜stx, as they refer less to the dialogue context349

dtxt and more to skill contexts that they are not350

trained on. Since a skill agent aims to generate351

a skill-grounded response, it should take its own352

skill context as an input.353

4.3 Phase 2: Check dialogue consistency354

It is well known that neural dialogue systems lack355

consistency (Li et al., 2016; Welleck et al., 2019).356

Furthermore, as we consider di�erent skills to-357

gether in a conversation, the response generated358

by a skill agent is more likely to be semantically359

in con�ict with other skill contexts in ˜stx. There-360

fore, the moderator agent, who has access to all361

skill contexts ˜stx, is designed to maintain dialogue362

consistency by �ltering out con�icting response363

candidates. A skill agent repeatedly generates new364

response candidates until its response resk,t is not365

contradictory to ˜stx anymore.366

Speci�cally, the moderator agent leverages natu-367

ral language inference (NLI), a task of determining368

whether a hypothesis sentence can be inferred369

from the given premise sentence. The hypothesis370

sentence is classi�ed into three categories: Entail-371

ment (true),Contradiction (false), andNeutral372

(undetermined). A sound response resk,t should373

not be contradictory to all skill contexts ˜stx. Sup-374

pose a stxP is “I wear sneakers everyday” and a375

resE is “I had some trouble yesterday because my376

sandals were torn”. This response is removed be-377

cause “yesterday because my sandals were torn” is 378

contradictory to “I wear sneakers everyday”. 379

As the moderator agent, we use a RoBERTa 380

model (Liu et al., 2019) trained on MNLI (Williams 381

et al., 2018)2, which is widely used in fact checking 382

systems (Kim et al., 2021a). The RoBERTa model 383

shows 90.59% accuracy on MNLI validation set. 384

Overall, about 50% of utterances are classi�ed 385

as Contradiction by NLI classi�er. The result 386

demonstrates the skill agents indeed generate in- 387

consistent responses due to the restricted access 388

to other skill contexts. Figure 2 breaks down the 389

result by the types of skill contexts (i.e. P, K, E). 390

Out of all utterances classi�ed as Contradiction, 391

about 70% are in con�ict with other types of skill 392

contexts. We also �nd that the overall proportion 393

of utterances con�icting with stxP is relatively 394

high. This tendency results from the di�erence 395

between skill contexts, e.g., stxP contains more 396

distinct descriptions than stxK and stxE, and thus 397

is more likely to contradict the utterance. The mod- 398

erator agent �lters out such contradictory candi- 399

dates to preserve dialogue consistency. 400

4.4 Phase 3: Speak or pass the mic 401

Given the dialogue context and the skill contexts, 402

the objective of the last phase is to score a set of 403

response candidates and select a �nal response. 404

To this end, we leverage the active agent and the 405

moderator agent, taking into account a balance 406

between skill blending and skill grounding. 407

Let Ures be a set of response candidates 408

res1,t, ..., resk,t from all skill agents. The active 409

skill agent identi�es the most appropriate response 410

res∗t in Ures, based on its ranker model θkrnk , then 411

asks to attach the selected response into the next 412

2Dialogue NLI (Welleck et al., 2019) is biased to ConvAI.
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Figure 2: Percentages of utterances which are classi-
�ed as Contradiction via NLI classi�er.

Approval Refusal

(a) KLD distribution (b) Entropy distribution

Figure 3: KL divergence between skill distributions of
consecutive utterances (left) and entropy of skill distri-
butions for all utterances (right).

dialogue context dtxt+1 for annotation. Formally,413

we de�ne such a process as:414

res∗t = argmax
rest∈Ures

P (rest|stxk, dtxt; θkrnk) · g(dtxt, rest)

(5)415

where g(dtxt, rest) ∈ {0, 1} is a function of the416

moderator agent which determines whether rest417

is approved or not.418

For computing g(dtxt, rest), the moderator419

agent adopts a skill classi�er P of identifying420

the corresponding skill for a response. We use421

a BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) model trained on ut-422

terances in Dk and their corresponding label k423

for any skill k. Once P is learned, we compute424

g(dtxt, rest) as:425

g(dtxt, rest) =

{
1, KL(P(res∗t−1)||P(rest)) < α

0, otherwise
(6)426

where res∗t−1 is the last utterance of dtxt and427

P(·) ∈ RK outputs a skill distribution of an428

utterance/response. As the di�erence between429

two distributions (i.e., KL divergence) is larger,430

g(dtxt, rest) is likely to have a smaller value,431

which is further discretized as the approval/refusal432

decision with a pre-de�ned thresholdα (Figure 3a).433

Once the moderator agent accepts the candidate434

res∗t from an inactive agent as the response, the435

active agent passes the mic, or the priority for436

annotation, to the inactive agent.437

In practice, we compute entropy of all utter-438

ances based on their skill distributions in order439

Dataset Train Valid Test

# Dialogues

ConvAI2 17,878 1,000 1,015
WoW 18,430 1,948 1,933
ED 19,533 2,770 2,547
BST 4,819 1,009 980
BSBT 200,000 - -

# Utterances

ConvAI2 131,438 7,801 6,634
WoW 166,787 17,715 17,497
ED 40,252 5,736 5,257
BST 41,475 8,678 8,422
BSBT 2,000,000 - -

Table 2: Statistics of dialogue datasets.

to investigate whether there is a room for shift- 440

ing between skills. The value of entropy indicates 441

the uncertainty of the skill type of an utterance, 442

e.g., the value of entropy becomes lower when 443

the utterance is grounded to the speci�c skill and 444

higher when the utterance is generic. As shown 445

in Figure 3b, not all utterances are grounded to 446

speci�c skill. It is evident that there are a signif- 447

icant amount of opportunities to shift to other 448

skills when the entropy value of an utterance is 449

high. This result suggests that while skill ground- 450

ing, skill blending is also available in natural and 451

reasonable way. 452

5 Blended Skill BotsTalk (BSBT) 453

5.1 Data Statistics 454

We collect Blended Skill BotsTalk (BSBT), a multi- 455

skill dialogue dataset, using BotsTalk framework. 456

The dataset consists of 200K conversations with 457

2M utterances, and there are 10 utterances in each 458

conversation. Each utterance is labeled using a 459

skill classi�er with skill annotation, which is per- 460

sonality from ConvAI2, knowledge from WoW or 461

empathy from ED, including both hard label (i.e. 462

skill type) and soft label (i.e. skill distribution). An 463

example from BSBT is shown in Table 3. 464

One of the salient features of BSBT dataset is its 465

scalability. The overall statistics of datasets used 466

in this paper are summarized in Table 2. The BSBT 467

dataset overwhelms other datasets with its size, 468

since it is composed of bot-bot conversations col- 469

lected through a machine-sourced approach while 470

other datasets comprise crowdsourced human-to- 471

human conversations. Theoretically, the size of 472

the BSBT dataset can increase in�nitely as long as 473

seed information is provided. We ran our frame- 474

work on 20 Titan RTX GPUs for 4 days to collect 475

200K conversations, and the data construction of 476

2M conversations is on progress. 477
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Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I attend book club every week; My mom is my best friend; ... I love riding roller coasters; I am a factory worker; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Reading process Reading is a complex cognitive process ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
I saw Stephen King on his book tour last ... & Disappointed None
Dialogue
A: Wow that’s quite a few. That’s cool. (K)
B: It’s so good. It won a Pulitzer Prize. (K)
A: Wow, what made you read it? What are you into now? (P)
B: It was the oldest work of literature in history, because it was written in broad enough mediums. (K)
A: Yeah, well you are probably lucky because I love reading too. (P)
B: Yes, it is very handy to keep reading and to enjoy the parts that you like. (P)
A: I want to read it. Hopefully I’ll get a chance to see it some day. (P)
B: I hope you will as well. Good luck! (E)

Table 3: Sample conversation from the BSBT dataset. Speaker A is given �ve personas, one topic and a situation
with an emotion (top left), while speaker B is given �ve personas, one topic, seven knowledge resources (top
right). In the dialogue, P, K, E denotes the skill types corresponding to ConvAI2, WoW, and ED, respectively.

(a) Skill percentage (b) Skill count

Figure 4: Illustration of skill annotation: skill percent-
age (left) for all utterances and the skill count per dia-
logue by varying the number of dialogues (right).

Skill of seed utterances
% annotated as: P K E
P 59.79 13.76 14.89
K 18.04 72.89 10.60
E 22.15 13.33 74.50

Table 4: Percentages of utterances followed by seed
utterances annotated by the skill classi�er as coming
from P, K, E, broken down by provenance skills of the
seed utterances.

Skill Blending Figure 4 summarizes the results478

of skill annotation for all utterances in BSBT479

dataset. Overall, the skill annotation percentages480

are 36.10% for personality, 31.68% for knowledge,481

and 32.21% for empathy, as shown in Figure 4a.482

Figure 4b also shows that over 90% of the conver-483

sations demonstrate at least 2 of the 3 skills within484

a single conversation. This supports that the vast485

majority of conversations feature more than one486

skill, where skills of utterances are de�ned based487

on skill distribution. In addition, the tendency of488

skill blending in Figure 4b is stable at varying data489

size (10K, 100K, 200K), suggesting the e�cacy of490

BotsTalk on multi-skill dialogue generation.491

Skill Grounding Although we focus on blending 492

skills, the dataset should contain su�cient ses- 493

sions grounded to speci�c skill in conversations 494

for the model to learn the ability of skill grounding. 495

Since the provenance skill of an utterance from 496

original dataset is only available for seed utter- 497

ances, we explore the continuity of skills based 498

on the skill type of the utterance subsequent to 499

seed utterances. Table 4 breaks down the results 500

by provenance skill of the seed utterances. The 501

fraction of utterances resembling a given dataset 502

increases when the seed utterances are from that 503

same dataset, and more than half of the utterances 504

subsequent to the seed utterances are labeled the 505

same skill type as the seed utterances. 506

Data Quality We perform ACUTE-Eval (Li et al., 507

2019), which is a popular metric for human evalua- 508

tion, on BST and BSBT datasets. Evaluation results 509

show that BSBT achieves slightly higher scores 510

than BST, indicating the validity of BotsTalk 511

framework for collecting multi-skill dialogues. We 512

provide more details in Appendix E. 513

5.2 Evaluation on Multi-skill Benchmark 514

We conduct a set of experiments to test our BSBT 515

over BST benchmark. To the best of our knowl- 516

edge, BST benchmark is the only multi-skill dia- 517

logue benchmark which gauges how successful 518

a model is at blended objective. The base archi- 519

tecture used throughout the experiments is a 256- 520

million parameter poly-encoder (Humeau et al., 521

2020) pre-trained on pushshift.io Reddit dataset. 522

We �ne-tune the base architecture on individual 523

datasets, i.e., ConvAI2, WoW, ED, BST, and BSBT, 524

and consider them as our baselines. 525
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Model R@1 R@5 R@10 MRR
ConvAI2 75.92 94.04 97.19 83.96
WoW 67.48 89.57 94.33 77.11
ED 65.96 88.69 93.80 76.10
BST 75.92 94.76 97.83 84.14
BSBT 80.12 95.53 97.88 86.94

Table 5: Evaluation on BST benchmark.

Single-skill benchmarks
Model ConvAI2 WoW ED Avg.
ConvAI2 88.46 79.84 47.90 72.06
WoW 57.90 90.79 45.86 64.85
ED 61.31 80.05 62.81 68.05
BST 74.13 82.12 48.11 68.12
BSBT 84.12 89.68 60.85 78.21

Table 6: Evaluation on single-skill benchmarks. Num-
bers in bold indicate the best performing model on the
corresponding benchmark.

Benchmarks
Model BST ConvAI2 WoW ED
MTL 78.97 86.43 90.41 59.76
MTL + BSBT50K 80.88 86.49 90.48 59.80
MTL + BSBT100K 80.94 86.71 90.63 59.92
MTL + BSBT200K 82.01 86.82 91.36 61.37

Table 7: Evaluation on benchmarks of MTL models.

The results of baselines on BST benchmark are526

shown in Table 5. For metrics, we measure Re-527

call@k, or R@k, where each test example has 100528

possible candidates to select from, as well as mean529

reciprocal rank (MRR). It is observed that multi-530

skill models, i.e., BST and BSBT models, consis-531

tently outperform single-skill models, i.e., Con-532

vAI2, WoW, and ED models. This suggests that533

the single-skill models are able to do well on each534

of them in isolation, but struggle to seamlessly535

blend them over the course of a single conversa-536

tion. Moreover, BSBT model outperforms all of the537

baselines on all automatic evaluation. This result538

indicates that our dataset properly works as the539

training resource to learn the ability to blend skills.540

We also provide performance of BSBT model by541

varying the number of dialogues on BST bench-542

mark for scalability analysis in Appendix G.543

5.3 Evaluation on Single-skill Benchmark544

Table 6 summarises the results of baselines on545

single-skill benchmarks, i.e., ConvAI2, WoW, and546

ED benchmarks, measured by R@1. The single-547

skill models each perform the best on their respec-548

tive original benchmark and not as well on other549

benchmarks, compared to the multi-skill models,550

supporting our hypothesis that single-skill agents 551

are specialized to their corresponding skills. On 552

the other hand, the performance of all multi-skill 553

models is more balanced than single-skill models, 554

in the sense that none of the single-skill models 555

does as well averaged over the three categories 556

(except for the ConvAI2 model doing a tiny bit 557

better than the BST model). In particular, BSBT 558

model performs noticeably better on all single-skill 559

benchmarks than BST model. This suggests that 560

BSBT is able to not only inject the ability of blend- 561

ing various skills but also maintain the ability for 562

grounding speci�c skill. 563

5.4 Evaluation with Multi-task Learning 564

A straightforward approach of developing a multi- 565

skill chatbot given access to multiple single-skill 566

datasets is to multi-task on all of them dur- 567

ing the �ne-tuning step. Therefore, we consider 568

MTL model, the poly-encoder pre-trained on 569

pushshift.io Reddit and �ne-tuned in multi-task 570

fashion across ConvAI2, WoW, and ED. To probe 571

the e�ectiveness of BSBT as training resource, we 572

further �ne-tune MTL model on BSBT datasets 573

with di�erent sizes (50K, 100K, 200K), respectively. 574

Table 7 compares the performance of these models 575

on all benchmarks, i.e., ConvAI2, WoW, ED, and 576

BST, reported by R@1 and MRR. As expected, MTL 577

models �ne-tuned on BSBT datasets with varying 578

scales outperform MTL model for all benchmarks, 579

indicating that BSBT is orthogonally applicable 580

to MTL. The overall tendency also shows that the 581

model performs better when we �ne-tune the MTL 582

model with a large scale of BSBT. Such results sug- 583

gest that the scalability of BSBT is indeed crucial 584

to model performance. 585

6 Conclusion 586

We present a novel machine-sourced approach 587

BotsTalk for generating multi-skill dialogues. We 588

further propose a large-scale multi-skill dialogue 589

dataset BSBT consisting of 200K conversations to 590

inject a dialogue system the ability of skill blending 591

and grounding. We demonstrate the e�ectiveness 592

of our approach in comparison with several base- 593

lines by experiments on both single- and multi- 594

skill dialogue benchmarks. Despite the inherent 595

errors stemmed from its machine-sourced nature, 596

our proposed data creation method can be applied 597

when e�ciently preparing datasets that cover di- 598

verse communicative skills. 599
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A Overview 760

In the following sections, we provide more details 761

on BotsTalk framework and BSBT dataset. Specif- 762

ically, we lay out the details of single-skill dialogue 763

datasets and how they are incorporated into Bot- 764

sTalk framework to construct BSBT dataset in 765

Appendix B. We also provide hyperparameter se- 766

tups for all component models of skill agents and 767

the moderator agent in Appendix C. Appendix D 768

presents conversation examples of BSBT. In Ap- 769

pendix E, we provide human evaluation results of 770

BSBT to support the validity of BotsTalk frame- 771

work. In Appendix F and G, we expand the ex- 772

perimental results on single-skill benchmark pre- 773

sented in Section 5.3 and conduct the scalability 774

analysis of BSBT. 775

B Single-skill Datasets into BotsTalk 776

We describe the details on the single-skill dialogue 777

datasets used for BSBT and how they are incor- 778

porated into BotsTalk framework to construct 779

our dataset. Example dialogues from the single- 780

skill dialogue datasets (i.e., ConvAI2, WoW, ED) 781

are shown in Table 10, 11, 12. 782

To integrate dialogue setups from di�erent 783

single-skill datasets as a seed information, we fol- 784

low the basic settings for constructing a dialogue 785

dataset and assume a multi-turn, one-to-one con- 786

versation between two speakers. We simulate turn- 787

taking in a conversation by switching between two 788

di�erent sets of skill contexts for the input skill 789

context stx to a dialogue model f in skill agents. 790

We present details on the single-skill datasets used 791

to construct BSBT and elaborate on how the seed 792

information is constructed based on them. 793

B.1 ConvAI2 794

Based on PersonaChat (Zhang et al., 2018), Con- 795

vAI2 is a dataset of more than 140K utterances 796

from conversations in which each of paired crowd- 797

workers is given a role based on their persona 798

description and gets to know their partner. Specif- 799

ically, the speaker pairs are each assigned pro�les 800

from a set of 1155 possible personas, each consist- 801

ing of at least 5 pro�le sentences. The personas 802

are collected through crowdsourcing, where the 803

workers are asked to create natural, descriptive 804

pro�les that contain typical topics of human inter- 805

est. Workers are also asked to keep each pro�le 806

sentence short, i.e., no longer than 15 words. 807
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Following the ConvAI2 setting, we provide two808

di�erent pro�les composed of 5 di�erent persona809

sentences as the skill contexts stxP. The personas810

are retrieved from the ConvAI2 dataset based on811

their relevance to the seed utterances, measured812

by a TF-IDF retriever. The two pro�les are used813

as the input stxP to the dialogue model f in an814

alternating manner.815

B.2 Wizard of Wikipedia816

The Wizard of Wikipedia task involves discussing817

a given topic in depth, where the goal is to both818

engage the partner as well as display expert knowl-819

edge (Dinan et al., 2019). The dataset consists of820

194K utterances over 1250 topics, where each con-821

versation begins with a randomly chosen topic. A822

retrieval system over Wikipedia is used to retrieve823

articles from which the dialogues are grounded824

during the human-human crowdsourced conver-825

sations. The topics are also crowdsourced and826

range from commuting to Gouda Cheese to Arnold827

Schwarzenegger. Each conversation in the dataset828

involves two speakers named the apprentice and829

the wizard; the apprentice aims at delving deeply830

into a topic, while the wizard uses knowledge in831

articles retrieved from Wikipedia to craft a rele-832

vant reply. Speci�cally, given a topic derived from833

the dialogue context, the apprentice keeps the con-834

versation engaging and talks eagerly about a topic,835

while the wizard responds to the Apprentice based836

on the �rst paragraphs of 7 relevant Wikipedia ar-837

ticles provided by the retrieval system.838

In our setting, we use the simpler version of the839

task and ignore the retrieval aspect of the task. We840

specify the topic of the conversation as the seed841

information of the skill agent. The skill context842

stxK of the Apprentice is thus de�ned as the given843

topic, while stxK of the Wizard is de�ned as a topic844

and 7 relevant knowledge sources.845

B.3 Empathetic Dialogues846

The Empathetic Dialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019)847

dataset includes 50K utterances of crowdworker848

conversations grounded in an emotional situation.849

In a conversation, one speaker describes a personal850

situation based on an emotion label and the other851

speaker, named the listener, displays empathy in852

their response. Speci�cally, a pair of workers are853

asked to choose an emotional word each, depict a854

situation in 1-3 sentences based on the label, and855

engage in a short conversation of 4-8 utterances856

about each of the situations. Neither of the work-857

ers, whether they be the speaker or the listener, 858

can see the emotion label and the situation descrip- 859

tion of their partner, so that they must refer only 860

to cues within the conversation for their response. 861

In our setting, we retrieve the situation descrip- 862

tion and its corresponding emotion label from the 863

Empathetic Dialogue dataset. They are used to de- 864

�ne the skill context stxE of the speaker in an ED 865

setting. Note that we do not de�ne stxE of the 866

listener for our framework, so that the dialogue 867

system is trained to show empathy based solely 868

on the conversation. 869

C Implementation Details 870

Our implementation is based on the ParlAI 871

toolkit,3 which is specialized in training and evalu- 872

ating dialogue systems. We will release our agents 873

and dataset for public use. 874

C.1 Skill Agent 875

In our framework, a skill agent leverages both 876

generator model and ranker model. 877

Given a stxk and dtx as input, a generator 878

model of skill agent generates a response for the 879

next dialogue utterance. For the generator model, 880

we employ a dodecaDialogue (Shuster et al., 2020). 881

The dodecaDialogue model is a modi�cation of 882

transformer seq2seq architecture, which has a 8- 883

layer encoder, 8-layer decoder with 512 dimen- 884

sional embeddings and 16 attention heads. We 885

�ne-tune the dodecaDialogue models on ConvAI2, 886

WoW, and ED, respectively. For generative mod- 887

els, at inference time, one must choose a decoding 888

method to generate a response to the dialogue con- 889

text. In this work, we use nucleus sampling as a 890

decoding strategy. 891

Given a stxk and dtx as input, a ranker model 892

of skill agent selects the next dialogue utterance 893

by scoring a large set of candidate responses and 894

outputting the one with the highest score. For the 895

ranker model, we employ the poly-encoder archi- 896

tecture of Humeau et al. (2020). Poly-encoders en- 897

code global features of the context using multiple 898

representations, which are attended to by each 899

possible candidate response. This �nal attention 900

mechanism gives improved performance over a 901

single global vector representation whilst still be- 902

ing tractable to compute compared to simply con- 903

catenating input and output as input to a Trans- 904

former. The poly-encoder has state-of-the-art per- 905

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/ParlAI
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Model R@1 R@5 R@10 MRR
Evaluation on ConvAI2 benchmark
ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018) 88.46 98.92 99.71 93.03
WoW (Dinan et al., 2019) 57.90 86.85 95.80 70.59
ED (Rashkin et al., 2019) 61.31 89.44 96.69 73.53
BST (Smith et al., 2020) 74.13 95.64 98.80 83.37
BSBT (Ours) 84.12 97.30 99.22 89.91
Evaluation on WoW benchmark
ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018) 79.84 96.97 98.84 87.62
WoW (Dinan et al., 2019) 90.79 99.28 99.66 94.67
ED (Rashkin et al., 2019) 80.05 96.25 98.37 87.34
BST (Smith et al., 2020) 82.12 97.57 98.99 89.11
BSBT (Ours) 89.68 99.38 99.77 94.09
Evaluation on ED benchmark
ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018) 47.90 76.14 85.87 60.60
WoW (Dinan et al., 2019) 45.86 74.79 85.15 58.94
ED (Rashkin et al., 2019) 62.81 88.91 94.58 74.18
BST (Smith et al., 2020) 48.11 77.09 86.96 61.04
BSBT (Ours) 60.85 87.74 94.09 72.67

Table 8: Evaluation on single-skill benchmarks, i.e., ConvAI2, WoW, and ED benchmarks.

BST BSBT
(Win %) (Win %)

Engagingness 43 57
Interestingness 47 53
Humanness 44 56

Table 9: Human evaluation for pairwise comparison
between BST and BSBT datasets.

BST
BST

Figure 5: The e�ect on performance by varying the
number of dialogues, reported by R@1 (left) and MRR
(right).

formance on a number of dialogue tasks when906

compared to other retrieval models, and also gives907

comparable performance to the winning genera-908

tive models on the ConvAI2 competition task in909

terms of human evaluation.910

More speci�cally, we consider a 256M param-911

eter poly-encoder model. The poly-encoder is912

based on large pre-trained transformer models913

with the same architecture and dimension as BERT-914

base (Devlin et al., 2019), which has 12 layers,915

12 attention heads, and a hidden size of 768. We916

pre-train our poly-encoder on pushshift.io Red-917

dit dataset and then �ne-tune on ConvAI2, WoW,918

and ED, respectively. We use a large number of919

negatives by considering the other batch elements920

as negative training samples, avoiding recompu-921

tation of their embeddings. We use the Adamax 922

optimizer without weight decay, a learning rate of 923

5e-5 with batch size 128, epoch 8. The learning rate 924

decays by a factor of 0.4 upon plateau of the loss 925

evaluated on the valid set every half epoch. The 926

best parameters are chosen based on R@1 score. 927

C.2 Moderator Agent 928

In our framework, the moderator agent leverages 929

NLI classi�er and skill classi�er. 930

Given a response resk,t from a skill agent of skill 931

k and the set of skill contexts ˜stx, the NLI classi- 932

�er is designed to determine whether a response 933

candidate contradicts any of the skill contexts. For 934

NLI classi�er, we employ the public HuggingFace 935

implementation4 of a RoBERTa-large model (Liu 936

et al., 2019) �ne-tuned on the Multi-Genre NLI 937

dataset (Williams et al., 2018). The RoBERTa model 938

shows 90.59% accuracy on MNLI validation set. We 939

regard each response candidate resk as hypothe- 940

sis sentence and each skill context stxk ∈ ˜stx as 941

a premise sentence, then conduct unidirectional 942

NLI between stxk and resk , determining whether 943

a hypothesis sentence resk can be inferred from 944

the given premise sentence stxk for all response 945

candidates. 946

Given a response rest, the skill classi�er iden- 947

ti�es the skill of the response among all skills 948

represented in the skill context set ˜stx. For skill 949

classi�er, we employ a BERT-base (Devlin et al., 950

2019) model. We trained the model on utterances 951

from ConvAI2, WoW, ED train sets and their corre- 952

sponding skill k as labels. The model was trained 953

4https://github.com/huggingface
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with a batch size of 16, a learning rate of 2e-5 and954

epoch 3. The BERT model shows 81.95% accuracy955

on utterances from ConvAI2, WoW, ED test sets.956

D Dataset Examples957

We present a number of dialogue examples ran-958

domly sampled from BSBT in Table 13, 14, 15, 16.959

In each dialogue episode in BSBT, one speaker is960

given �ve personas as stxP, one topic as stxK, and961

a situation description and emotion as stxE, while962

another speaker is given �ve personas as stxP,963

the topic and seven knowledge resources as stxK,964

and nothing for stxE. Each speaker is conditioned965

on their corresponding set of skill contexts, and966

annotates the response turn by turn.967

E Human Evaluation968

We perform human evaluation on BSBT dataset969

to validate our BotsTalk framework. To this end,970

we employ ACUTE-Eval (Li et al., 2019), which is971

a popular metric for multi-turn dialogue evalua-972

tion (Dinan et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020). We ran-973

domly sample 100 dialogues from the BST and974

BSBT datasets, respectively. We then ask human975

evaluators to compare each pair of dialogues from976

BST and BSBT datasets over three axes: engaging-977

ness, interestingness and humanness. We provide978

the evaluators with three questions to assess the979

quality of the dialogues:980

• Engaging: Who would you prefer to talk to?981

Which version is more likely to hold your982

attention and make you want to hear more?983

• Interesting: Who would you say is more in-984

teresting? Which version arouses your curios-985

ity or tells you something new or useful?986

• Humanlike: Who would you say sounds987

more human? Which version is more natural988

and personable?989

The evaluation results are shown in Table 9. For990

all ACUTE-Eval metrics, BSBT dataset achieves991

slightly higher win percentages over BST dataset,992

although the di�erence between datasets is not sta-993

tistically signi�cant. Thus, our machine-sourced994

approach BotsTalk can be an useful alternative995

to crowdsourcing when collecting multi-skill dia-996

logues.997

F Additional Evaluation on 998

Single-skill Benchmarks 999

We provide the experimental results on single-skill 1000

benchmarks, i.e., ConvAI2, WoW, and ED bench- 1001

marks. We report R@1, R@5, R@10, and MRR for 1002

metrics in Table 8, which elaborates the results in 1003

Table 6. 1004

G Scalability Analysis 1005

To gain more insights into the scalability of our 1006

approach, we construct datasets at varying scales 1007

(10K, 40K, 70K, 100K, 130K, 160K, 190K) and �ne- 1008

tune the base architecture on each of them. We 1009

evaluate these models on BST benchmark to in- 1010

vestigate the impact of BSBT size to the model 1011

performance. Figure 5 illustrates the performance 1012

of BSBT model in terms of R@1 when the train- 1013

ing size of BSBT dataset gradually increases. The 1014

model �ne-tuned on BSBT190K dataset achieves 1015

the best performance. The signi�cant performance 1016

boost from the 10K to 190K models rea�rms the 1017

importance of large-scale training. Considering 1018

our data curation process does not involve human 1019

intervention (i.e., no manual annotation and ver- 1020

i�cation), this is a promising result showing the 1021

potential of our dataset for large-scale supervised 1022

learning: one can obtain datasets of arbitrary sizes 1023

and develop multi-skill dialogue systems by lever- 1024

aging high portion of multi-skill conversations 1025

provided in datasets. 1026
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Example 1
Persona 1 Persona 2
I like to ski I am an artist
My wife does not like me anymore I have four children
I have went to Mexico 4 times this year I recently got a cat
I hate Mexican food I enjoy walking for exercise
I like to eat cheetos I love watching Game of Thrones
PERSON1: Hi
PERSON2: Hello ! How are you today?
PERSON1: I am good thank you, how are you.
PERSON2: Great, thanks ! My children and I were just about to watch Game of Thrones.
PERSON1: Nice ! How old are your children?
PERSON2: I have four that range in age from 10 to 21. You?
PERSON1: I do not have children at the moment.
PERSON2: That just means you get to keep all the popcorn for yourself.
PERSON1: And Cheetos at the moment!
PERSON2: Good choice. Do you watch Game of Thrones?
PERSON1: No, I do not have much time for TV.
PERSON2: I usually spend my time painting: but, I love the show.
Example 2
Persona 1 Persona 2
I enjoy going to museums I like to party
I am married My major is business
I live in New york city I am in college
I have ten nieces and nephews I love the beach
I am a writer i work part time at a pizza restaurant
PERSON1: Hi. How are you doing today?
PERSON2: Hi, I am great just �nishing up some homework. How are you?
PERSON1: I am alright. I just got done writing.
PERSON2: Do you write for a living or as a hobby?
PERSON1: It is my living. I like culture.
PERSON2: That sounds like a fun job. I am a business major but have a part time job.
PERSON1: What are you going to school for?
PERSON2: I am trying to get my ba in �nance.
PERSON1: Do you own your own company?
PERSON2: No still in school work at pizza hut part time.
PERSON1: Do you get free pizza?
PERSON2: No but I do get a good deal.
Example 3
Persona 1 Persona 2
I work at McDonald’s I want to be successful
My parents did not want me I have got two more years in college
I was raised by my uncle and aunt I have no siblings
I am considering going to college I am a student
I am looking for something di�erent this year I study law
PERSON1: My mom had me in McDonald’s bathroom when she was 12.
PERSON2: That is really sad. Do you have any siblings?
PERSON1: No. My uncle is the manager and took me home.
PERSON2: That was nice of him. I am almost done with college.
PERSON1: He gave me a job at McDonalds. I was considering college but I am good now.
PERSON2: I am almost done. I only have two years left in law school.
PERSON1: You be smart. I would like to do something di�erent but I team leader now.
PERSON2: That sounds important. Maybe one day you will go back to school.
PERSON1: I dropped out to work. Maybe you can help me sure my mom for abandoning me?
PERSON2: I do not know if we would be able to do anything because is has been so long.
PERSON1: Oh I am only 15 right now. Is that too old?
PERSON2: Do not you have to be older than 15 to work at McDonald’s? That sounds illegal.

Table 10: 3 sample conversations from ConvAI2 dataset. In dialogue episodes, each speaker is given �ve persona
sentences respectively.
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Example 1
Topic: Ice cream
Wizard: I just love ice cream. I love the types with fruits and �avours. Do you like ice cream?
Apprentice: I love Ice cream as much as any one. I especially like Gelato, foreign ice cream!
Knowledge: Ice cream is a sweetened frozen food typically eaten as a snack or dessert ...

It is usually made from dairy products, such as milk and cream, and ...
...
Bacon ice cream (or bacon-and-egg ice cream) is an ice cream generally created by
adding bacon to egg custard and freezing the mixture.

Wizard: Me too. There are some strange combinations though, have you heard of bacon ice
cream? where they add bacon and even egg custard to the freezing mixture!

Apprentice: Surprisingly bacon ice cream doesn’t surprise me. That doesn’t sound appealing to me,
but perhaps it could be delicious ...

Example 2
Topic: Armadillo
Wizard: I love animals and think armadillos are awesome with their leathery shell.
Apprentice: I don’t think I’ve ever seen an armadillo in real life!
Wizard: I’ve seen them at the zoo. Armadillo means little armored one in Spanish.
Apprentice: Are they native to a Spanish-speaking part of the world?
Knowledge: Armadillos are New World placental mammals in the order Cingulata ...

The word “armadillo” means “little armoured one” in Spanish.
It is usually made from dairy products, such as milk and cream, and ...
...
The nine-banded armadillo (“Dasypus novemcinctus”), or the nine-banded, long-nosed
armadillo, is a medium-sized mammal found in North, Central, and South America.

Wizard: Yes, they are most commonly found in North, Central, and South America
Example 3
Topic: Lifeguard
Apprentice: So I am a lifeguard. Know anything about saving lives in water?
Wizard: I’m impressed! It’s a big responsibility to supervise other people’s safety in the water!

Tell me more.
Apprentice: Well, I help make sure people do not drown or get injured while in or near the water!
Knowledge: A lifeguard is a rescuer who supervises the safety and rescue of swimmers, surfers, ...

Lifeguards are strong swimmers and trained in CPR/AED �rst aid, certi�ed in water ...
...
In some areas, the lifeguard service also carries out mountain rescues, or may function
as the primary EMS provider.

Wizard: I’ve heard that in some places, lifeguards also help with other sorts of emergencies, like
mountain rescues! Is that part of your job too?

Apprentice: I have! I feel like you know much about this! What brings you to know so much?
Wizard: Oh, that’s about the extent of my knowledge. I’ve just been around beaches and I’ve

always admired lifeguards. I’m not a super strong swimmer myself.

Table 11: 3 sample conversations from Wizard of Wikipedia dataset. In each dialogue episode, apprentice is given a
topic, while wizard is given the same topic and access to an information retrieval system over Wikipedia. For each
utterance, knowledge retrieval is performed based on dialogue history, giving about 61 knowledge candidates per
turn.
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Example 1
Emotion: Terri�ed (label)
Situation: My brother jump scared me while I was out playing. It was crazy bad.
Speaker: Just got scared to death.
Listener: Oh no. What happened?
Speaker: My brother jumped scared me.
Listener: lol is he younger or older?
Example 2
Emotion: Proud (label)
Situation: My little dog learned to sit!
Speaker: I �nally tough my new little puppy his �rst trick!
Listener: What trick did you teach him?
Speaker: I tought him to sit for a treat, it’s so cute.
Listener: That is good, do you plan to teach him more tricks?
Example 3
Emotion: Apprehensive (label)
Situation: I have to call my landlord about being late on the rent. I really don’t want to have this conversation.
Speaker: I have to make a dreadful phone call tomorrow
Listener: Oh no, about what?
Speaker: I’m late on my rent and I need another week. I don’t want to because my landlord isnt very nice
Listener: Oh no, I’ve been there done that too many times. Speaker: I don’t want her to make a big deal
Example 4
Emotion: Content (label)
Situation: Eating my favorite meal makes me happy.
Speaker: I am at my best when I have my favorite meal.
Listener: Nice.
Speaker: I love enchiladas.
Listener: Really?
Example 5
Emotion: Joyful (label)
Situation: I have had a great week!
Speaker: I have had a great start to my week!
Listener: That’s great. Do you think the rest of the week will be as great?
Speaker: I hope so! It looks promising!!
Listener: Lucky you. Are you always a positive person or it’s just been an amazing week really?
Example 6
Emotion: Proud (label)
Situation: I was proud when my brother �nished college. He worked so hard at it.
Speaker: I was proud of my brother when he �nished school. He worked so hard at it.
Listener: Nice, tell him congrats. What did he major in?
Speaker: It was English.
Listener: He should become an English teacher.

Table 12: 6 sample conversations from Empathetic Dialogues dataset. In each dialogue episode, speaker is given
a situation with an emotion, while listener is given nothing as input.
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Example 1
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I like to go for runs; I live by myself; ... I like to listen to music; I have a boxer dog; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Yoga Yoga; Yoga is a group of practices or disciplines ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
I felt really guilty when I had to leave my dog ...; Guilty None
Dialogue
A: Hey, do you have any kids?
B: Hi! no, i shop in my spare time. do you?
A: Yes, I do. Not the only shopper here.
B: Nice! Do you like to swim? I am all about that exercise.
A: I love swimming. I wish I could swim more though.
B: I wish I could swim too. I am also much older.
A: I’m not as young as I used to be. I lost weight then. I am wondering how old you are.
B: I am 50 years old. Are you in school?
A: Yep. I think its time to start. You don’t like to wait long.
B: De�nitely. That is the life stage for me. I hope I can get back to age.
Example 2
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I’m going on a cruise next month.; I love to cook.; ... I like going barefoot.; I can knit.; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Cooking Cooking; Cooking is the art of preparing food for ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
I tried a new recipe the other day. It did not look ...; Apprehensive None
Dialogue
A: Did you do any sight seeing when you last went to Dallas?
B: Not really, we were there for a friends wedding. Mind you, we did go to some great restaurants.
With a population of over a million. People the city has a huge number of quality places to go!
A: Cool. I would have thought the same, but then again we have so many great dishes to eat. Did you enjoy any of them?
B: I enjoyed them all! We stayed for more than one night, so I know how to do some great things!
A: I am excited because I’m going on a cruise.
B: I hope you have a great time! Cruise is such a great destination!
A: There are so many di�erent places to go on a cruise. Did you visit any other restaurants near where you were at?
B: There were a lot! I saw a restaurant on my cruise tour that I had been to before.
A: Was it expensive? Did you have a special restaurant?
B: No, it wasn’t expensive at all. We had hot dogs and rice, which I enjoyed most of the time.

Table 13: Dialogue examples randomly sampled from BSBT dataset.
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Example 3
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I go to high school.; I play ice hockey; ... I have a wife and two kids; I am a vegetarian; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Laziness Laziness; Laziness is disinclination to activity or ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
I participated in my high school runners’ marathon ...; proud None
Dialogue
A: One job would be better then my three.
B: What do you like to eat? I’m vegetarian.
A: I love beef broth, grilled cheese and eggs.
B: Yum! My wife and 2 kids do the same.
A: Family is also my life style. Maybe we should have a child!
B: But what if you didn’t want a child?
A: If I didn’t want a child I probably wouldn’t have them.
B: That’s true! Our kids would just be us.
A: That’s what I thought, but then realized I didn’t want a kid either.
B: I understand that, it is hard to conceive.
Example 4
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I like cupcakes; I like to read; I work at a grocery store; ... I have 3 children; I am a karate black belt; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Pecan pie Pecan pie; Pecan pie is a pie of pecan nuts mixed ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
I really like this girl at my job, but I am sort ... ; Apprehensive None
Dialogue
A: Do you have much experience using the di�erent types of cleats? Which do you like best?
B: I have a little. I also know about air jordans, a brand of footwear also popular with athletes.
A: I enjoy air jordans as well. I like to play soccer, and it’s extremely easy to get good footwear with or without shoes.
B: I agree. Air jordans are good for the environment and for calves, and it’s really easy to pull o�.
A: Air jordans are generally made with the most material so it makes sense they’d be easy to use.
B: And now shoes can go together with clothes as well, like any other type of material.
A: Do you know much about aeros then? They have excellent �t and beauty.
B: I have a fan and a hard time believing it but they are great shoes.
A: I hope you can �nd a fan that is compatible with your shoes.
B: I like my new balance �ying fan. Do you have any?

Table 14: Dialogue examples randomly sampled from BSBT dataset.
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Example 5
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I drive an SUV; I’ve 3 dogs; I have a law degree; ... I’ve 3 small dogs; I tutor kids in my spare time; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Mexico City Mexico City; Mexico City is the capital and most ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
New apartment, family and friends I love, this is ...; Content None
Dialogue
A: Ok, that’s nice. How modern is your capital city?
B: It’s been around a minute, capital and most populous city is Algiers, it’s located in the far north of the country.
A: Very cool. How do you feel about it? Do you like your city or your country?
B: I love it. and love the people. What do you do for a living?
A: I currently have a ba in law. Do you have any pets?
B: I have 3 little ones, and 2 girls.
A: Nice! Do you like them? Will you move?
B: Yes , I would. The cost of living in Algiers is so high that I do not know if I would be able to a�ord it.
A: It is expensive. Do you ever vacation? I like to visit the mountains.
B: Yes. I visit a lot of places there.
Example 6
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
My favorite band is bon over; I am from Seattle; ... I like to attend wine tours; I enjoy visiting museums; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Marduk (band) Marduk (band); Marduk is a black metal band from ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
My best friend’s husband cheated on her with ...; Disgusted None
Dialogue
A: I have never heard of a chupacabra. Would you like to live forever?
B: No. However I would like to listen to Oasis’ hit "Live Forever" since you mention the idea.
A: That is true, I was hoping I could be of some help.
B: Anything that helps would be great . thank you very much
A: You’re welcome. There is also a band called ctcr that plays a bit of rap as well.
B: I’ll have to give them a listen.
A: There is an album you should check out. It’s called the on the court, you should really listen to it.
B: I’ll have to take a listen to it.
A: I have to go now, but I hope you can tell them how much you love it and how you felt in this situation.
B: Yes, I will do that as soon as possible.

Table 15: Dialogue examples randomly sampled from BSBT dataset.
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Example 7
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I love co�ee with cream; I went to new york city once; ... I tutor kids in my spare time; I am very religious; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Dog Dog; The domestic dog is a member of "Canis", ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
We were living in Hawaii ...; Content None
Dialogue
A: That is funny, what does jaja mean?
B: Same as ll but in spanish!
A: well, that is interesting, I guess. Although I don’t use spanish much.
B: Well it’s used for many cultures, spanish comes after. What we get from it is also used in most western countries.
A: Okay, that is cool. Thank you again, I am learning spanish also!
B: I’m learning english as well! I’m so happy for you!
A: Thanks, that is interesting. Its like learning a foreign language.
B: That’s a really cool skill to have. I bet you get to be learning all sorts of di�erent languages.
A: I sure do, because it’s an important skill.
B: Did you take it in high school? I know a lot of native spanish speakers.
Example 8
Skill context from ConvAI2 Skill context from ConvAI2
I like to make cookies; I like bagels with everything on; ... I love the smell of beans; ...
Skill context fromWoW Skill context fromWoW
Obesity in the United States Obesity in the United States; Obesity in the United ...
Skill context from ED Skill context from ED
My girlfriend told me she’s pregnant; Surprised None
Dialogue
A: Oh wow what kinds of videos do you have?
B: I do mainly make up tutorials. Do you have any side hobbies?
A: I like making cookies and eating cookie dough, I love bagels too.
B: I love bagels as well! What else do you like to do?
A: Yum i love bagels too! And I also love playing sports, but I’m too busy at this moment.
B: You should try joining a �tness team! It will make you feel better about you being busy.
A: lol I’ll, but I’d feel like i wouldn’t be ready.
B: You could always try it out! It’s always fun to try out new things!
A: I would if I could I really appreciate new things and learn new things from people like you.
B: Sounds like you have an awesome hobby! Thanks for chatting.

Table 16: Dialogue examples randomly sampled from BSBT dataset.
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